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Cent Type Coins

1901 to 1909 Indian Cent

1909 Lincoln Cent Type I Wheat Reverse - Variety 1
Reverse VDB Initials

1910 to 1917 Lincoln Cent Type I Wheat Reverse - Variety 2 No VDB Initials

1918 to 1959 Lincoln Cent Type I Wheat Reverse - Variety 3 Obverse VDB Initials
Cent Type Coins (continued)

1943 Lincoln Cent Type II Steel Cent with Zinc Coating

1959 to 1982 Lincoln Cent Type III Memorial - Variety 1
95% Copper 5% Zinc

1982 to 2000 Lincoln Cent Type III Memorial - Variety 2
1% Copper 99% Zinc
Nickel Type Coins

1901 to 1912 Liberty Head Nickel

1913 Buffalo or Indian Head Five Cent Nickel
Variety 1 - "FIVE CENTS" on Raised Mound

1913 to 1938 Buffalo or Indian Head Five Cent Nickel
Variety 2 - “FIVE CENTS” below or recessed

1939 to 1965 Jefferson Nickel Type I – Variety 1 No Initials

1966 to 1967 Jefferson Nickel Type I – Variety 2
“FS” Initials on Obverse

1968 to 2000 Jefferson Nickel Type I – Variety 3 Mint Mark
Moved to Obverse

1942 to 1945 Jefferson Nickel Type II - Wartime Nickel with
35% Silver and Revised/Large Reverse Mint Mark
Dime Type Coins

1901 to 1916 Barber or Liberty Head Dime

1916 to 1945 Winged Liberty or Mercury Dime

1946 to 1964 Roosevelt Dime Type I with 90% Silver Composition

1965 to 1967 Roosevelt Dime Type II with Copper/Nickel Composition – Variety I with no Mint Mark

1968 to 2000 Roosevelt Dime Type II with Copper/Nickel Composition - Variety 2 with Mint Mark Moved to Obverse
Quarter Type Coins

1892 to 1916 Barber Liberty Quarter

1916 to 1917 Standing Liberty Quarter - Variety 1 Bare breast obverse and no stars below eagle on reverse

1918 to 1924 Standing Liberty Quarter - Variety 2 with Mail covering breast on obverse and stars below eagle on reverse

1925 to 1930 Standing Liberty Quarter - Variety 3 Recessed Date

1932 to 1964 Washington Quarter Type I with 90% Silver Composition

1965 to 1967 Washington Quarter Type II with Copper/Nickel Composition – Variety 1 no Mint Mark
1976 to 1974 Washington Quarter Type II with Copper/Nickel Composition - Variety 2 with Mint Mark Moved to Obverse

1976 Bicentennial Quarter Type I with Copper/Nickel Composition

1976 Bicentennial Quarter Type II with Silver Composition

1977 to 1998 Washington Quarter Type II with Copper/Nickel Composition - Variety 3 with Lower Relief

1968 to 1974 Washington Quarter Type II with Copper/Nickel Composition - Variety 2 with Mint Mark Moved to Obverse

1976 Bicentennial Quarter Type I with Copper/Nickel Composition

1976 Bicentennial Quarter Type II with Silver Composition
Statehood Quarter Type Coins

Statehood Quarter Obverse

Type I - 1999 Delaware Reverse
Type II - 1999 New Jersey Reverse
Type III - 1999 Pennsylvania Reverse
Type IV - 1999 Georgia Reverse
Type V - 1999 Connecticut Reverse
Type VI - 2000 Massachusetts Reverse
Type VII - 2000 Maryland Reverse
Type VIII - 2000 South Carolina Reverse
Type IX - 2000 New Hampshire Reverse
Type X - 2000 Virginia Reverse
Half Dollar Type Coins

1892 to 1916 Barber Liberty Half

1916 to 1917 Walking Liberty Half - Variety 1 with Obverse Mint Mark

1917 to 1947 Walking Liberty Half – Variety 2 with Mint Mark Moved to Reverse

1948 to 1963 Franklin Half

1964 Kennedy Half Type I with Silver Composition - Variety 1 with 90% Silver

1965 to 1967 Kennedy Half Type I with Silver Composition - Variety 2 with 40% Silver
1968 to 1970 Kennedy Half Type I with Silver Composition - Variety 3 with 40% Silver and Mint Mark Moved to Obverse

1971 to 2000 Kennedy Half Type II with Copper/Nickel Composition

1976 Bicentennial Half Type I with Copper/Nickel Composition

1976 Bicentennial Quarter Type II with Silver Composition
Dollar Type Coins

1901 to 1921 Morgan Dollar

1921 Peace Dollar – Variety 1 with High Relief

1922 to 1935 Peace Dollar - Variety 2 with Low Relief

1971 to 1978 Eisenhower Type I with Copper/Nickel Composition

1971 to 1974 Eisenhower Type II with Silver Composition
1976 Bicentennial Dollar Type I with Copper/Nickel Composition - Variety 1 with Bold Lettering and Low Relief

1976 Bicentennial Dollar Type I with Copper/Nickel Composition - Variety 2 with Delicate Lettering and Sharp Design

1976 Bicentennial Dollar Type II with Silver Composition

1979 to 1999 Susan B. Anthony Small Dollar

2000 Sacagawea Small Dollar